STUDENT DAY EDUCATIONAL CREATIVITY CONTEST
Commedia Dell’Arte was an early form of professional theatre, originating from Italy, that was popular in Europe from
the 16th through the 18th century. Commedia is a form of theatre characterized by masked character "types" that
represent fixed social types and stock characters, which are exaggerated forms of “real characters”, such as a know-it-all
doctor, a greedy old man, or a perfect relationship. Traditional commedia Dell’Arte is not about realism or creating
well-rounded, three-dimensional characters, so most of the roles only have a couple traits to them around which the
whole personality is defined. They rarely ever have any complex or sympathetic reasons for their behavior, and anything
they do or feel, they do or feel to extremes.
Please find a list of characters on the back of this sheet for assistance in writing the essay/play.

Elementary Grades 1 – 6: Identifying and Creating Characters
Grades 1-3: 150—200 words & Grades 4-6: 350 words. Judged based upon creativity and originality
Option I: Characters You Know: Commedia Dell’Arte characters commonly appear in media, including kids movies and books!
Choose a character from your favorite book or movie, tell us about them. Which Commedia role do they fill? (For simplicity,
younger students can equate characters to their simple counterpart, such as “Doctor”, “Maid”, “Captain”).
Option II: Characters You Create: It’s fun to make up characters for your very own stories! Create your own character based on
one of the roles listed, and write a short story involving them.
Option III: With Your Classroom: Pick a role from those listed and dress up like you think that character would. Tell us your
character name, and about something exciting that happened to them. Send pictures/short essay, or a class video. (15 Minute Maximum)
Middle School and High School Grades 7-12: Modern Commedia dell’ arte
500 Words Minimum; Judged based upon creativity and originality

Option I: Characters You Know: Every story features its own unique characters that come together to create a plot.
What book or movie includes characters from Commedia Dell’Arte? List the Commedia characters and explain the roles they fill.
Option II: Modern Influences: Commedia originated hundreds of years ago, in a time without many of the same types of
entertainment we have now. Do you think Commedia Dell’Arte had a significant impact on the entertainment we use today? How?
Option III: With your classroom: Create a play using Commedia Dell’Arte characters and concepts. Keep in mind a traditional
commedia play is both scripted and improvised; characters' entrances and exits are scripted, as well as a general plot, but the characters lines and
actions were improvised. If selected, winning Class gets to perform their play before the Royal Family at the Faire on FEB.25. 2:00—2:30 Plan for
a ½ hour play: characters, masks, costuming, props responsibility of the school/class.
Please see: https://sites.google.com/site/italiancommedia/plays-and-scenari for examples of Commedia Dell’Arte play outlines.

Commedia Dell’Arte, Theatre of the Professional
Words to Know:
Zanni = Clowns
Vecchi = Villains
Innamorati = Lovers
We invite you to use the characters below, but also to welcome your own research
and use of other Commedia Dell’Arte characters for your essays or plays.
Il Captain or Capitano : Opportunistic and greedy, and in many scenari he is revealed to have never been a captain at all;
and if he does have legitimate claim to the title he only earned it through deception and bravado. The other characters may
or may not be fooled by his claims, depending on the needs of the story. He usually wears a fancy version of a period
military uniform, and may or may not have a mask. If he is masked, it is usually flesh-colored with a long nose and mustache
that turns up at the corners. He also is frequently portrayed as wearing glasses -- in past times these would have been a
fashion accessory, akin to sunglasses today. He is usually played as being an extreme coward behind his bravado. PRIMARY
TRAIT: Egotism and megalomania. SECONDARY TRAIT: Cowardice (Modern Example: Zapp Brannigan from Futurama)
Columbine, Colombine,or Columbina: Columbine is usually an amorous maid (the zanni counterpart) and is often in love
with someone or another in any scenario, most typically Harlequin. She may be variously prim and dainty, or she may be
bold and uncouth; but she's never crude or vulgar due to her intelligence and legitimate affection for others. Modern
Commedia often use her to provide a voice of reason in the show and less for comedy. She frequently wears no mask at all,
though sometimes she may have a small eye-mask. She is commonly seen wearing a white gown.
PRIMARY TRAIT: Lover (Modern Example: Babs Bunny)
Il Dottore, The Doctor: Summarized as having “spent his whole life learning everything without understanding anything.”
The Doctor is one of the Vecchi, and is therefore by demand of the type prone to commit all seven of the deadly sins. He has
an unusual mask that covers only the nose and forehead, either black or flesh-tone, and dresses in black, commonly
exaggerated medical robes. He is rarely shown as being even remotely competent in his profession, and common sources of
humor stem from his low cure rates and the bizarre (and obviously useless) treatments he administers.
PRIMARY TRAIT: Egotism & Pride. SECONDARY TRAIT: Ineptitude & Stupidity (Modern Example: Gilderoy Lockheart from
Harry Potter)
Harlequin, Arlequin, or Arlecchino: Perhaps the most popular and definitely best-known of the commedia characters.
Harlequin's common costuming is the diamond or triangle pattern that has come to distinguish him. Harlequin is
traditionally portrayed by a physically agile actor and makes use of slapstick and stunts. His character is often not
particularly bright though the extremes to which this is taken vary by the scenario. He wears a dark brown or black colored
mask, sometimes with a beard or mustache attached. Another attribute of Harlequin is a wooden prop -- usually a wooden
sword or a wooden stick (originally a slapstick, but later evolutions show it as just a walking stick or cane.) His character
usually spends most of his scenario making a pest of himself one way or another, often as the servant of one of the Vecchi,
accidentally thwarting their plans. PRIMARY TRAIT: Being a Nuisance (Modern Example: Kronk, Emperor’s New Groove)
Pantalone; or Pantaloon: A vecchio, and one of the older characters of the commedia, both historically and in canon. In
fact, the older the show states Pantalone's age to be, the better. He is usually portrayed as being of the merchant class
though he may or may not be wealthy; if he is, it doesn't matter as he's usually so averse to spending any of his money that
his lifestyle is almost that of a beggar. His costume consists of pants and a shirt or else a jumpsuit, usually red in color, with a
long black coat or a cape thrown over. His mask is meant to portray an ancient old man, very wrinkled, with a large, long
nose. PRIMARY TRAIT: Greed and stinginess SECONDARY TRAIT: Old Man Complaints & Jokes (“Back in my day…”) (Modern
Example: Mr. Krabs from Spongebob Squarepants)
Brighella; or Brigella, Brighelle: An ill-tempered but intelligent zanni, he is known to be dangerous and may even commit
murders or other violent crimes. He is selfish and opportunistic -- as is the case with many of the stock characters -- but
unlike the other zanni who are often stupid or at least gullible, Brighella is cunning and can manipulate circumstances in
ways that would be beyond the other characters; any failure of his schemings will usually be due to bad luck on his part,
rather than any real problem with his plan. His costume was usually white with green trimmings, and his mask an olive-color
or (less-commonly) brown, with a hooked nose. PRIMARY TRAIT: Malicious intelligence, manifesting as insults, troublemaking, schemes, and brawls. (Modern Example: Scarlet Overkill, Minions Movie)
For More Information: https://sites.google.com/site/italiancommedia/the-characters

